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THAT. Here's the real deal: An independent source that I would never, ever connect with, approaches me by mail, no matter how
reliable it claims to be. They handle my payments. And that alone, amirite? Return to the video and read the original report.

However, consider one more thing, from the video: Where do these startup's money come from? Their website doesn't seem to be up
and running, but they have a number of beta apps that will allow the early testing of their services for the coming months. What

we're hearing is that they are not sharing the details of the apps with anyone, but two apps are currently still in beta. The apps do not
support Facebook, Google or Microsoft. They are kept as private experiences and thus reveal the internet's private data. They do not
deliver on promises, nor they promise that they will. And that's where we find the buzz. In the hours or so that actually came out of

the video, we have found at least one startup who has their online ID completely disclosed. I am hoping that the connectivity of these
startups with any third parties has improved over the last 18 months. I am hoped that our government authorities are listening to the

concerns of more people who are angry that they have been not called to vote or that they've been notified of the dangers of the
internet without them being able to control it. So far we have seen much more sophisticated techniques by these start-ups than what

we have been reading about in you
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